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Peter ffoulkes
The AlliN is celebrating its twentieth anniversary with this issue, and
the editors wish to express their thanks to the AMN readership for
their continuing support in the form of subscriptions and contrib
uted articles. We are especially grateful to Peter Klosky for the cover
art for this landmark edition, capturing both the essential energy of
celebration that is inherent in morris d ance and the leading theme of
this issue, northwest morris. Also thank you to everyon e who has
submitted information for the Team Directory. There is still time to
get your information into the database if you haven't sent your form
in yet, but please remember to fill in the sections identifying your
team!
Some few months ago, a discussion erupted on the Morris
Dance Discussion List about dances (other than jigs) th at did not
conform to the usual Cotswold morris set conventions. A number of
people made reference to Abram's Circle Dance, a dance that has
become a standard massed dance in various parts of North America,
and is considered unusual in the Cotswold morris genre because of
its circular formation. As a longtime member of Horwich Prize
Medal, a northwest team based less than five miles from the town of
Abram in Lancashire, (a good hundred and twenty miles or so from
the Cotswolds geographically, and about thirty light years culturally),
my interest was piqued because I dance a modified version of the
Abram Morris Dance adapted to the Horwich team style. I do know
however, that Abram isn't a Cotswold dance. Or, at least, it wasn't
until it hitched a ride to America. And so suddenly there was a con
nection between themes previously addressed by the AMN-dance
ownership and the evolution of tradition-and an increasingly pop 
ular American morris dance. All this is encapsulated in the migration
of a single dance collected and published by Maud Karpcles earli er
this century, revived in its home town in Lancashire in the mid
1980S, and now regularly performed in a totally different setting and
style in North America.
In this issue of the AMN Geoff Hughes describes his first experi
ences with seeing the Abram Morris Dance as a child and sub sequ ent
involvement in reviving the town's tradition years later. Julia Schult
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'continues the story of Abram's journey to America and its transfor
mation to a Cotswold style dance in the next issue.
Although we, the editors, have received very little direct commu
nication, we were very pleased to see that the articles in our last issue
of the AMN stimulated a period of active discussion on the MDDL.
Unfortunately the size of the issue proved a little expensive to print
and we have needed to reduce the size of this issue back to our nor
mal page count. This has resulted in us deferring some of the articles
planned for this issue until the next AMN which will include articles
on sword dance and the continuation of the oral history project in
addition to Julia Schult's Abram article.
Finally, to enable us to keep the AMN arriving in your mailbox
regularly we encourage you to renew your subscriptions promptly
and to recruit as many new subscribers as possible. The number of
the AMN subscribers has declined in the past couple of years which
leaves us with a very tight budget for each issue, and insufficient
funds to print the Team Directory at this time. Some new team sub
scriptions would be particularly welcome.
Great dancing in the fall and for the rest of 1997.

-TheAMN editors

The Abram Morris Dance
A personal account of its revival by Geoff Hughes
Revised and updated from an article previously published in English
Dance & Song, Morris Matters, and The Morris Dancer
Abram is an urban district within Wigan Metropolitan Borough on the
Lancashire plain, midway between Liverpool and Manchester in the
North West of England and about 200 miles from London. It is a linear
village in an agricultural setting which has developed in recent years
(on that side of the main road not bounded by the Leeds-Liverpool
canal and main London-Scotland railway line) to provide housing,
mainly for commuters working in the cities of Manchester and Liver
pool. The Abram Morris Dance or Abram Circle Dance as it is more
usually (incorrectly) called, is one of the best known dances per
formed by teams (male, female and mixed) throughout the country
and also in the USA and is, as far as I am aware, the only traditional
Morris dance to be performed entirely in a circular formation I.
Many people mistakenly think that the dance is from the Cotswold
region, some 180 miles further south. Presumably this is because of
its quiet, graceful nature, with its simple "single step" and unfolded
handkerchiefs swung and flicked in the air. It is totally different in
style from the later dances from Northwest England, which it pre
dates by over 100 years. These later dances from the region are pro
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It is highly unlikely that the Hindley Circle Dance was in fact danced in a cir
cular formation. Newspaper accounts of the Hindley Green Morris Dancers
(HGMD), who were active in the 1890S, refer to the Circle Dance that they per
formed but do not actually describe it. Richard Porter's notation seems to
indicate that the only the first and last figures were danced in a circle (similar
to Cotswold "Rounds") and that the rest of the dance was danced in a normal
column formation with the "Advance to centre and back" chorus movement
being a form of "Step up" to partner rather than the usual up the set. The
term centre was often Ilsed to describe the middle of a standard set with
advance to centre meaning towards your partner. The figure "Centres" is the
name often used for a star. The figures of this dance are certainly more easily
and naturally performed in this formation and HGMD only had 8 dancers!
10ny Dann, who has carried out extensive research into Richard Porter and
the dances from Hindley Green and Hindley (which lie about 3 miles from
Abram), supports this view.
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The 1901 Morris Dance
I was told that this was taken "up Park iane, just past where the dance too
place" but I have not been able to identify the site . There were three dwellings
further up Park Lane (Maypole House Farm, Chetham's House and Lygoes Farm) .
The road beyond' the Morris Dancers' Ground is now private property althoug
Maypole House Farm and Ligoes [sic) Farm are still marked on the map.
So far I have managed to identify the following people on the photograph:
Group standing on left: Far left-Bill Simm, 2nd left-Adam Ingram, 3rd left
Enos G. Laye. Adam Ingram and Enos Laye were seen by Maud Karpeles when
she visited Abram in 1932-Bill Simm was already dead by then. Front row
seated: Middle--Bill Blakely, 2I1d right- Jim Shuttleworth. Middle row seated:
2nd right- Bill Hatton, 3rd from right-Peter Grimshaw (brother-in-law of Jim
Shuttleworth). Back row seated: 1st left- possibly Frank Molyneux (father-in
law of Cllr. William Wright), 3rd from left-Shuttleworth (forename not
known), Pole Bearer-possibly Elisha Brook. Joe Hart is presumably also on the
photograph (since Maud Karpeles lI1entioned him). He was said still to have the
"garland" in 1932. Joe Hart was very well known in Abram as he was the COllncil
plumber but surprisingly no-one has yet been able to identify him as being on
the photo. Other names given to me as members of the team were Walter
Kelshaw and John Pimblett (no relation to Olga Pimblett)
Peter Grimshaw (who was aged 17 in 1901) was later landlord of the Bucks
Head until his death in 1942 at the age of 58. His widow and later his daughter
continued to have the pub until 1976. Peter Grimshaw's daughter (an Abram
Rose Queen in her time) travelled from her home several miles away to watch the
dancing on three occasions in the early 19905 but has not been well enough in
recent years to undertake the journey. She remembers her father dancing aroun
the maypole which stood on the Morris Dancers' Ground in about 1913. How
ever, it was definitely maypole dancing and not the morris dance.
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cessional in nature and were urban street dances that were often per
formed in the local carnivals and were therefore quite colourful and
noisy, either accompanied by, or competing against, brass bands!
Although Abram became a mining community in the 19th century2
the dance was well established in its agricultural setting long before
the pit-shafts were sunk 3. In fact one of the local mines was named
"The Maypole Colliery" after the Morris dancers' maypole which
stood nearby, and was the scene of a tragic pi t explosion in 1906
when over 100 men were killed. This colliery closed in the 1950S but
is now the site of the "Maypole Industrial Estate" and the pit chim
ney can still be seen from quite a distance. Quite a contrast to the
Cotswolds!
The Abram lv[orris Dance was the first dance I ever saw per
formed when I was at primary school in Chingford in the late 1950S,
which was when I was first introduced to morris dancing (Bean Setting
to an English Folk Dance and Song Society [EFDSS] record). I didn't
take part in the Abram dance though because it was done as a country
dance for boys dancing with girls and at that age I didn't like dancing
with girls. Little did I realise that some twenty-five years later I would
be living just outside Abram and be the person responsible for the
dance being once again performed in its traditional setting after a
break of some eighty years!
I first learnt the dance when Bert Cleaver taught it to the Ching
ford Morris Men for a performance at Broadstairs Folk Show, but
had danced it very rarely. When I married in 1973 and moved to Lan
2.

"Abram has hitherto been an essentially agricultural district .. . The working
of the mines has already wrought a change in its outward aspect. Buildings
for the workmen engaged in them have been erected in various localities, and
the population has in the last decade largely increased."-The Mem orials of
Abram, John Leyland, 1882
3. The Morris Dancers' Ground (MDG ) and the adjacent M aypole House Farm
are marked on the Ordnance Survey Map of 1846 (the earliest os map of the
area ). It seems safe to assume that the farm was named after the Mayp ole
which stood on the MDG, and this, together with the fact that the only other
features marked on the map were Abram Hall, Chetharn's House, the Baptist
Sunday School and St John's Church would appear to indicate that the MDG
was already a significant site by 1846 and had been in existence for many
years . In The Memorials of Abram, John Leyland refers to the Town's staff
and Truncheon, purchased in 1737 at a cost of 6 shillings, being borne before
the overseers-the only dignitaries of the township-at the annual Morris
Dance, and at the bonfire at the Lodge on the 5th of November.
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'cashire I joined Manchester Morris Men (MMM) who also had the
dance in their repertoire. It was actually one of the two dances we
performed at the Llangollen Eisteddfod in 1974. Although I had been
living in Platt Bridge (which adjoins Abram) for a couple of years I
hadn't really thought much about the dance until a notice appeared
in the Wigan Observer on 28th November, 1975 stating that the Mor
ris Dancers Ground in Park Lane, Abram was to be registered as
common land under the Commons Registration Act 1965. The appli
cation had apparently been made by Mr. William Wright J.P. (a
former Chairman of Abram Urban District Council (UDC) whose
father-in-law, Frank Molyneux, had danced on the land in 19014). I
was interviewed on local radio about the dance and the possibility of
the land ever being used again for morris dancing. I remember say
ing that I was sure that MMM (who had sent a letter of support for the
application) would be very pleased to dance there during their forth
coming Ring Meeting but nothing came of the idea. The radio article
had been introduced by an extract from The Memorials of Abram by
John Leyland of the Grange, Hindley which was published in 1882.
A plot of land in Park Lane, 20 yards long by 16 wide, is fenced
round and known as the Morris Dancers' Ground. The enclosure
was originally taken fr0111 the waste, and the generally received
opinion in the neighbourhood is that if morris dancing be not cel
ebrated once in twenty years, the right to the land lapses. To this
belief the custom probably owes its preservation.
I thought little more about the Abram dance for the next few
years as I was busy establishing a new North West Morris team (The
Rumworth Morris of Bolton) but in about 1980 I found the tape
recording I had made of the radio interview and this renewed my
interest in the Abram dance. Over the next couple of years I began to
collect information about the dance. I visited Mr. William Wright
who showed me a diary, published by Abram UDC in 1947 while he
was Chairman which had two pages devoted to the Morris Dancers'
Ground containing John Leyland's description from The Memorials
of Abram. He also offered to show me where the Morris Dancers'
Ground was as I had been unsuccessful in my attempts at finding it!
Soon afterwards I obtained a copy of the 1929 Ordnance Survey map
from Wigan Reference Library which not only showed the Morris
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Dancers' Ground but also the posts placed there by the council in
June 19245 to preserve the land following the failure of the dance to
take place in 1922, twenty-one years after the last performance. These
posts have long since disappeared. When I visited the land it looked
more like a rubbish tip than a traditional dancing site as it was com
pletely overgrown, surrounded by earth banks thrown up by the
council (presumably to keep vehicles off) and had two fairly large
trees at one end. It was very disappointing.
John Leyland's account of the dance in The Memorials of Abram
gave me my next line of enquiry.
Occasionally only is the dance celebrated, as fourteen years had
been allowed to pass last year (1880) since the custom was kept up.
A successful attempt was, however, made for its revival in the
spring of that year, and in the month of June the festival was cele
brated, eA'tending over several days, and losing none of its ancient
popularity.

I paid another visit to Wigan Reference Library to examine the
local newspapers for June 1880 in case the dancing had been
reported. At first I was unsuccessful so I decided to extend the search
to the July newspapers. I was overjoyed to discover that the Wigan
Observer for July 17th, 1880 contained the following detailed account:
THE ANCIENT FESTIVAL OF ABRAM CALLED THE MORRIS
DANCE-A correspondent writes: On the estate of Miss Chad
wick, in Park Lane, Abram, there is a plot of ground which has
been bequeathed to the young men of Abram, for the purpose of
celebrating the above festival 011 the condition that the young men
celebrate the festival at least every twenty-one years, or else the
ground is lost to the young forever. Twelve years having elapsed
since the ancient festival was celebrated, a number of the young
men formed themselves together for instruction under Messrs. T
Burns, W. Burns and R. Rydes, all of Abram. They assembled
together on Friday morning last at the Red Lion Inn, Dover,
Abram, to celebrate the ancient festival. A few minutes' delay was
caused by the non-arrival of the queen but she made up for it by
her beautiful appearance 6 . She wore a dress of black velvet,
trimmed with old gold satin and white lace; her headdress was a
5. Minutes Abram UD C 9'i124-Surveyor's Report para. 6
6. I recently discovered a photograph in the local Archive Office showing "Miss
West, Queen of the Abram Mores [sic] Dance, 1880." Unfortunately, copy
right res'trietions do not permit irs publication here.
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white hat trimmed with gold lace, all from the firm of Miss Smith
and Co., Abram. The king wore black coat and trousers and white
vest, a white straw hat trimmed with Scottish plaid ribbons. The
dancers wore white vests and straw hats, and blue sashes bound
with red and white. The garland was decorated by Mrs. Constan
tine Moore, of Abram, with jewels and silver from friends and
neighbours who lent them for the occasion. Everything took
exceedingly well, but the day turned out very wet. The party
danced at the principal places on their way through Warrington-
lane, Platt Bridge, Low Green, Hindley, the Grange, and then
crossed over into Bickershaw-lane, and danced for Mr. I.A. Ackers,
Brookside; and then they proceeded to the principal places in Bick
ershaw and Abram, returning to the Red Lion Inn, Dover, at about
nine o'clock. On Saturday they wended their way through Ashton,
Golborne, Golborne Park, Lowton, Plank-lane, returning to the
Red Lion Inn, Dover, where a sumptuous dinner awaited them,
provided by the worthy host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Hart. After
partaking of the good things provided, the tables were cleared and
dancing resumed until close on eleven o'clock, when they returned
to their homes not a bit the worse for their hard day's dancing. It
had been decided that after expenses are paid the dancers will
make a donation of the surplus to the Wigan Infirmary.

carried in either hand a white handkerchief, which at intervals of
the dance, and at certain strains of the music, he threw round.
Altogether it was a curious and picturesque sight.
I had also obtained copies of Maud Karpeles' correspondence
regarding the Abram dance from the Vaughan Williams Memorial
Library. In a letter from Derek Froome of MMM asking Miss Karpeles
to settle a dispute about the interpretation of one of the movements
in the dance for MMM'S visit to Llangollen in 1974 there was men tion
of an account of the dance in John Leyland's diary. ! visited Hindley
Library where the original diaries are kept and found the following
entry for July 9th 1880:
Received a note this morning from the Abram Morris Dancers say
ing that they intended to visit the Grange In the forenoon . They
came, but not until afternoon. A band of music led them up and
they ranged themselves in front of the house. The dance they per
formed was quiet and graceful, and they went through it exceed 
ingly well. In Park Lane, Abram a small square of land has belonged
from time immemorial to the younger men of the Township for the
use of Morris Dancing, and a tradition exists that if the custom be
not celebrated once in 21 years, their right in the land ceases. 
Accordingly, every now and then the custom is revived, and eleven
years have passed since it was last kept up-Once only, many years
ago I saw it and was therefore pleased to be a spectator again.

Some of the details in this account are slightly different from
John Leyland's description in The Memorials ofAbram:
One of these days, the dancers visited the writer's residence, and
enabled him to observe the manner in which it was conducted,
which was said to be in strict conformity with traditional usage.
On the day in question, they marched in procession to the front of
the Grange, preceded by a Band of Music, and, on arriving, ranged
themselves in a circle, the musicians falling to one side. The danc
ers were young men of about twenty years of age, fourteen in num
ber, and were dressed in dark trousers, white tunics, with blue
sashes edged with pink, worn crossways, and fastened by a rosette
of the same colours. Low-crowned straw hats were their headgear.
Besides the dancers there were a King and Queen, a jester, and a
personator of Robin Hood. \",'hen the circle was formed the King
and Queen passed to the centre, bearing a pole six or seven feet
long, to represent the ancient May Pole. The top of the pole was
pear-shaped and decorated with ribbons, and from it were sus
pended a Teapot and Cream-jug, apparently of silver. The music
then struck up a slow and measured air, and the dancers
commenced a series of quiet graceful evolutions. Each dancer
AMN 20 No 2 .:. 8 .:. Summer 1997

Once again the details in this account are slightly different from
his description in The Memorials ofAbram.
I was by now beginning to formulate vague plans to get a team
together to perform the dance on the Morris Dancers' Ground in
Abram. I was shocked therefore when in 1983 a local newspaper7
reported the "revival" of the Abram tradition. Horwich Prize Medal
Morris Men had apparently visited Abram one evening and per
formed the dance on the Morris Dancers' Ground for the first time
since 1901. However, the photograph which accompanied the article
clearly showed them dancing in clogs on the roadway some distance
from the Ground and dancing a polka step with slings! Further inves
tigations showed this to be the case. Apparently Horwich have a
dance in their repertoire which they announce as based on the Abram
Circle Dance and which is done with slings to a polka step. Obviously
this was not a true revival and the real Abram Morris Dance had still

7.

Lancashire Evening Post & Chrol1icieY:/1l3
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..
'to be danced upon the Morris Dancers' Ground itself. I was now
determined to make this happen the following year. I sent a letter to
the Wigan Observer stating this intention and asking for interested
people to contact me. The day the letter was published I received a
phone call from a lady in Bickershaw asking me if I was interested in
a photograph of the 1901 morris dance! She described the photo and
said that they must have won a competition since they had some
kind of trophy. She was actually referring to the teapot on top of the
maypole! She also told me that one of the men on the photograph,
who had a very distinctive beard, reminded her of the man who sold
fruit and vegetables from a horse and cart when she was a young girl.
When I visited her she told me that she had obtained the photograph
when she was clearing the house of a relative named Blyton who
lived in Platt Bridge and was related to Adam Ingram. She also very
kindly said that I could keep the photograph, which was mounted in
a grey cardboard frame bearing the following inscription:
Abram Morris Dance,
July 1St 1901
BOLTON

HQUIN

I knew of the existence of such a photograph as it had been men
tioned in Maud Karpeles' correspondences but even in 1932 they had
had difficulty in finding a copy! Within a few days I learnt of the
existence of yet another copy when I was sent a photocopy of it by
Mrs. Wolsey, a resident of Abram who had learned of my interest in
such matters. She also identified one of the people on the photo
graph as Adam Ingram (whom I knew to be one of Maud Karpeles'
informants 9 and the person responsible for organising the 1901 per
formance 10 ) whose two daughters had been friends of the Wolsey
family. The photocopy had been obtained from Mrs. Wolsey's next
door neighbour, Miss Olga Pimblett, who had in turn borrowed the
original from a friend, Miss Brindle, who lived across the road!
Although the photograph was in better condition than the one I had
been given, Miss Brindle had cut the edges off the cardboard frame
because "they were dirty." This copy of the photograph had always
been in Miss Brindle's family's possession since one of her relatives

8. Letter from W. H. Roby (Clerk to Abram UDC ) to Miss Karpeles lYV33
9. Letter from Miss Holbrow to Miss Karpcles l,ylO/ 32
10. Letter from Miss Holbrow to Miss Karpeles 17/)(Y32
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was on the photograph. Unfortunately, she was not able to identify
the person concerned. However, Miss Pimblett, who still lived in the
house in which she was born in 1906 opposite the end of Park Lane,
was able to identify several people on the photograph. One of them
was Enos Laye, another of Maud Karpeles' informants J 1, who had
had a greengrocer's shop a few doors away and made deliveries by
horse and cart! Miss Pimblett also told me about the girl morris
dancers who danced around the maypole up Park Lane and took part
in the carnivals about the time of the First World War.
I was eight when the First World War broke o ut. Now it was during
the war that they'd these carnivals at Abram and it was then that he
was training these girls up Park Lane on the ground yonder they'd
a pole. I remember going up a-watching them and I remember
them plaiting the ribbons round the pole-round the maypole. I'd
only be about ten or eleven when they did that. And they used to
come dancing down the street here you know. But they had sticks
with whatsnames on the end and they'd plimsolls on and bells on
th eir shoes and bells on their sticks. They'd go into't middle and
back again- these girls. (Sings to la-Ia-Ia "Ninety-Five") That's
what they used to playas they were going down the street.

I later discovered from William Wright's wife that her sister had
been a member of this team which had been started by a man named
Bill Lawton, a resident of Abram who played the accordion. Mrs.
Wolsey also told me that the team was later taken over by a man
named McMasters who came on a bike from Hindley or Westhoughton,
some miles away, and that before the Second World War it was in
turn taken over by an Abram girl called Lydia McNamara. Newspa
per accounts of the Abram Rose Queen Festivals of 1917 and 1919
mentioned the Morris and Maypole dancers trained by a man named
McMasters. Miss Pimblett had also mentioned a man named Wogan
as being the trainer at one time and this was later confirmed by Mrs.
Fletcher, grand-daughter of Peter Grimshaw, one of the 1901 Abram
Morris Dancers, who had been a member of the girls' team in the
1930S which was trained by Mr. Wogan and accompanied on concer
tina by Bill Lawton.
By the beginning of 1984 several people had expressed an interest
in taking part in the revival. Using the photograph and the contem
porary accounts from John Leyland and the Wigal1 Observer I now
11 . Letter from W. H. Roby (Clerk to Abram UDC) to Miss Karpclcs 29'10/32
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'had sufficient information to make an accurate reconstruction of the
dancers' costumes but no funds to buy material. However with Eas
ter approaching I hit on the idea of Pace Egging to raise funds. We
went out on three nights during the week leading up to Easter, finish
ing on Maundy Thursday at the Red Lion Inn, Dover, Abram and
raised enough money to buy material and ribbon to make 20 sets of
sashes and rosettes. As for the dance itself, I had been taught it many
years before but I had observed many different ways of performing it
in the intervening period and I wasn't sure how accurate any of them
were. So in order to make our performance as authentic as possible I
went back to Maud Karpeles' original notation published in the Jour
nal of EFDSS. However, this contained some misprints that included
a complete section of the notation being missed and replaced by a
row of dots. Also one particular figure of the dance was at complete
variance with any performance I had ever taken part in or witnessed.
I therefore studied her correspondence to try to put together a more
accurate version of the notation . In a letter to Douglas Kennedy in
1953 she corrected the misprints in the Journal, including the missing
section of notation, and gave more precise instructions about the
arm movements. Twenty-one years later, in 1974, in reply to an
enquiry from Derek Froome of MMM who was seeking clarification of
the hand movements for MMM'S visit to Llangollen of that year, she
not only repeated her earlier corrections but also pointed out a fur
ther discrepancy, this time in the E music. "In my notes I have writ
ten : 'Dancers throw both hands up overhead on first beat of first bar
(lowering them on second beat)' but in the Journal I have altered this
to read 'the second beat of the last bar'. I cannot remember now why I
did so .. . " She also mentions the original description of the dance
given to her in 1931 by Richard Porter, the details of which had been
confirmed by Adam Ingram, who had first taken part in the dance in
1868. I was also fortunate to have been given a copy of Richard Por
ter's own notation of the dance by Tony Dann, who had been
researching dances from Hindley and as a result of a letter to a local
newspaper had been sent a photocopy of Richard Porter's original
notebook which contained notations of all his dances including the
Abram dance . Richard Porter calls the dance "Old English Morris
Dance" and says it is 100 years old. He also mentions Adam Ingram,
Abram Morris Dancers, 1883. By reference to all these sources I was
confident that my version of the dance was now as accurate as it was
possible to be. Practices were held on Tuesday evenings in May on
AMN 20 No
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the car park of the Red Lion Inn under the mystified gaze of people
walking along the adjoining canal towpath. We had eight dancers and
one musician at the first practice but numbers increased over the
next couple of practices until we had a total of 13 dancers and two
musicians. None of the dancers had done the dance before, in fact
some had never even danced before but after four weeks' practice we
managed to put on a respectable display. One of the new dancers,
Steve Froggatt, took a copy of the 1901 photograph and produced a
copy of the maypole complete with pewter (not silver) teapot. He
also provided the king and queen by persuading his stockcar
mechanic friend and his own girlfriend to play the parts.
The first performance of the Abram Morris Dance since 1901 on
the Morris Dancers' Ground, Park Lane, Abram, took place at
11.00AM on Saturday May 26th, 1984, The dancers wore black trou 
sers, white shirts, red or blue ties, blue sashes edged with pink, red,
white and blue rosettes and straw boaters trimmed with red, white
and blue hat bands. The sashes had been made by my long-suffering
wife, I made the rosettes and each dancer paid for his own boater for
which I placed a bulk order with a firm of hatters in Luton . After
dancing on the Morris Dancers' Ground we danced outside William
Wright's house in May Avenue and then danced at other sites in
Abram, had lunch in The Buck's Head Public House before continu
ing our perambulation of Abram, finishing back at the Red Lion Inn
at 3 PM . After a successful day we decided to make it an annual event
on the last Saturday in June . Sadly, only a month later, Steve Froggatt
who had done so much to ensure the success of the event was killed
in a stock car accident and a few weeks later his friend who had been
our king died of a heart attack. These events meant that we would
need to find a king and queen for the following year and led to our
own tradition of having a new king and queen every year. Nearly
every king has gone on to join the dancers in succeeding years.
Following the success of the first year, I felt that we should
extend the day and make it more like the traditional performances of
1880 and 1901, walking from one dance site to the next and finishing
with a meal at the Red Lion Inn in the evening. I wanted this meal to
be free to all performers and knew that we could not possibly raise
enough money through collections on the day itself so once again we
raised money by Pace Egging at Easter. The 1880 performances were
extremely well documented so I decided to use this as the basis for
my plans for 1985. I was therefore delighted when my wife, who
AMN 20 No 2 .:. 13 .:. Summer 1997

Errata from AMN Volume 20 Number2
The following paragraph was omitted from the article on The Abram
Morris Dance by Geoff Hughes. The missing section belongs at the end
ofpage 13.
I was therefore delighted when my wife, who teaches at St Nathaniel ' s
school in Low Green, Platt Bridge, found the following entry in the
school's Logbook for July 1880 - "Friday 9th Mr Ashurst visited.
Allowed boys to see the Morris Dancers at 11.45. "That explained why
John Leyland complained of their late arrival in his diary, as the school is
quite some distance from the Grange in Hindley. The Grange was now a
stables and riding school and the house itself had been turned into flats.
However, the owners had no objection when I asked their pennission to
dance there after explaining my reasons for this strange request. I next
visited Brookside House and asked the present owners for pennission to
dance there also. Mrs and Mrs Bonikowski were thrilled at the prospect
and offered to provide light refreshments for our visit. Unfortunately, I
was not able to persuade the local publicans to revive the practice of
giving free drinks to the dancers at the end of the day.

Dancing at Broadside, 1997.
giving free drinks to the dancers at the end of the day.
The one vivid recollection appears to be that when the dancing
was over those that hac! taken part went round the District and called
at each public house, where they were given free drinks. Perhaps this
may account for the vagueness of the recollections of the earlier pro
ceedings. It may perhaps be that the reason there was no dancing
twelve years ago was that when it was over the public houses would
be closed, or perhaps the quality of the post war beer was not suffi
ciently attractive.
Practices were again held on the preceding four Tuesday eve
nings . Membership was, and still is, by invitation only and that year
we had a totill of fourteen dancers and four musicians. We started off
from the Red Lion in time to dance on the Morris Dancers' Ground
at 11 AM and then danced outside William Wright's house. From there we
danced at several sites in Abram before making our way to Brookside
House where we danced on the back lawn for Mr. and Mrs. Bonikowski
and their family and friends. The Bonikowskis then produced a
mountain of sandwiches and cakes and several gallons of extremely
alcoholic punch. Mr. Bonikowski's father had, it turned out, been a
vodka maker before fleeing to this country and the filmily tradition
of alcohol production was obviously still being kept up! This visit to
Brookside House has become the highlight of the day for performers
and the Bonikowski family alike and is the only time when the gen
eral public is excluded. After taking our reluctant leave we moved
(staggered) onto the Queens Public House in Bickershaw Lane where
we had arranged to have lunch after dancing outside. How we man
aged to eat the platefuls of hotpot I'll never know. When I had previ AMN
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ously asked the landlord if he could provide food for a group of
morris dancers he asked if they would like a drink of orange juice to
go with it. He was expectins. a coachload of little girls! After a wel
come rest and several pints we performed the dance at closing time
in the Lounge Bar to the enjoyment of all present. The landlady was
so impressed she rang her friends in the Labour Club just down the
road and arranged for us to go there next. As it happened the bar was
still open there so after dancing on the disco floor with the musicians
on the stage we had time for another pint before moving on to our
next dance spot before crossing over the railway line to dance in Ley
land Park in Hindley. We then formed up in procession to go to the
Grange where we formed our circle in front of the house with the
King and Queen in the centre and the musicians standing to one side
just as John Leyland had described it over a hundred years ago. Just
as we finished the dance my wife arrived in the car with a five-gallon
polypin of homebrew to keep us going. (Which it did in more ways
than one!) After a suitable rest and a pint from the polypin we
crossed over the fields to Liverpool Road where we danced at three or
four sites before moving on to Low Green where my wife was waiting
with the beer and boxes of sandwiches and cake to "put us on." After
another welcome rest we moved on through Low Green and Platt
Bridge, dancing at selected sites, and back to the top end of Abram,
down Warrington Road to the Bucks Head just in time for opening.
By now some of us were beginning to flag but a rest anc! a pint or two
revived us enough for the final few spots in Abram before we arrived
back at the Red Lion Inn at 7-30 PM for what we expected to be our
last performance. After partaking of a meal prepared by the landlord
and landlady we summoned up the energy to perform the dance one
more time in the main bar. Altogether we had walked some eight
miles following as far as possible (but in reverse) the route of the 1880
team and danced the Abram Morris Dance twenty seven times!
The dance has taken place on the last Saturday in June ever since
and although the collection has improved most of the money to pay
for it is still raised by the Pace Eggers. Over the years we have lost a
few members but gained more than we have lost, so that in recent
years we have usually had sixteen dancers and five musicians on the
Morris Dancers' Ground. The kit was completed in 1986 and includes
red, white, and blue waistbands and white waistcoats. Miss Brindle
said that we look just like the dancers on her photograph . The local
council now tidy the Morris Dancers' Ground and mow the grass for
AMN
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our annual visit without my having to make several phone calls
beforehand to explain what it's all about. Unfortunately, one year the
person responsible made the logical mistake of mowing it for May
Day so by the time we arrived seven weeks later the grass was nearly
knee high again! We have lost one or two of our other dancing sites,
mainly because of building work, but we have always managed to
replace them. One year we all signed a petition to stop a supermarket
being built on one of our sites in the centre of Platt Bridge. That con
troversy made the local press and also local radio. I'm not sure what
effect the petition had but the supermarket was built elsewhere! All
day opening has meant we are able to visit more pubs and so we no
longer take our own beer round in the car but my wife still produces
sandwiches and cakes at tea-time! The Red Lion has a new landlord
and has been re-named "The Dover Lock Inn" (locally it was always
called the Dover Lock anyway) but we still practise on the car-park
on the four Tuesday evenings preceding the last Saturday in June. In
1994 and 1995 we represented Wigan at the International Festival of
Folklore and Music in Wigan's twin town, Angers, France. This is the
only time Abram Morris Dancers have performed the dance outside
Abram.
And the Abram Morris Dancers still only exist for four weeks
every year!
(Final note: this year it rained nearly all day! We managed to
dance on the MDG despite the rain and only had to miss two of our
regular dancing sites. One footpath was almost impassable because
of the state of the ground but we managed to complete the route
despite the mud. When we danced outside Mrs. Fletcher's house she
gave me the sad news that William Wright had died a few weeks ago.)

In Memoriam- David Parry (1 942-1 995)
John Patcai of the Toronto Morris Men (TFMM) sent us this beautiful trib
ute to David Parry, member of The Friends of Fiddler's Green and TFMM,
who died of a heart attack in June 1995. David was best known in the morris
community as an extraordinary singer and storyteller-not only with the
Friends, but also as a familiar and beloved presence at ale singing sessions
after a long day's dancing.
David's professional home was the academic arts community; he had a
PhD in medieval drama and acted in and directed countless plays, including
the entire York Cycle of Mystery Plays; he also released two solo albuJl1s of
songs and stories, the last of which featured his musical settings of Robert
Service poems.
In a reminiscence published in Sin g Out! m agazine, Ian Robb com
mented that David 'was a man of the moment', and that his tendency to give
his all to the issue of the moment 'made him constantly late'. We take it
David would understand the timing of this belated AMN tribute.

David Parry
Yes, David Parry was eight feet tall,
A gian t; merry was he.
He bubbled, flowed, like a waterfall,
And loomed large as a tree .
His voice could be sweet as trumpet bands
Or silvery soft like rain.
Tall tales he told took us to new lands,
And fetched us home again.
Director and scholar, knowledge stuffed,
New actor in ancient role,
With smiles and humours all large enough
To eat the world up whole.
He'd sing without cease for hours on hours,
And bring to sad hearts, delight.
He charmed them all with his siren powers
That rang out night on night.
Be hale and be free, 0 nightingale,
"E liked it all" was your line.
Quite short was fifty-two years travail,
But my! The voyage was fine.
© 19/8/95 J. Patcai
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The Northwest Clog Morris
Footwear Dilemma
Deb Small
Wood floors. Paved streets. Rubbers. Irons.
Do you take out a second mortgage to pay for two pairs of clogs?
Do you fo rego irons and dance in clogs with rubbers that make your
dancing sound muffled while simultaneously tearing up the rubbers?
Do you practice in sneakers and save your clogs with irons for danc
ing out and are then surprised to see how heavy your feet are and
how different it feels to dance in clogs?
For a few years, I had been a purely recreational northwest clog
morris nut. My clogs had rubbers on the bottoms and these were just
perfect for classes and workshops. Then I became a "sometimes
ringer" for a couple of teams and found myself dancing out a few
times each season. The first time I danced out I discovered that with
out irons my clogs had none of the feel and sound of northwest
because no one can hear clogs with rubbers when you're dancing on
the street-not to mention that pavement really does "a number" on
the rubbers!
Adding bells to your clogs is a separate issue-what we're talking
about here is striving for that ringing of the irons on the pavement.
Ian Robb, former foreman of the now inactive Hogs Back Northwest,
and I got into an ongoing discussion about this. Ian pointed out that
to own two pairs of clogs (one with rubbers and one with irons) can
be a real financial issue for a lot of teams' members. In addition, if
you have hard-to-fit feet and have finally found the "fit of a lifetime"
in your present clogs, you may not want to buy a second pair! Given
that I had never considered owning two pairs and had bought the pair
I did have second-hand and they fit wonderfully, this presented a
whole new set of issues! If you don't have two pairs, you run into the
following dilemma ... If you always practice in sneakers, you never get
the real feel for what it's like to move in clogs-you hold your body
differently, you aren't used to the weight of the clogs, and, generally,
YOli just dance differently. If you practice-and therefore dance
out-in clogs with rubbers, you encounter the problem I had: when
you dance out, there is no ringing noise from your feet as you rant
your way through the dances! The rubbers dull the noise so much
'~MN " C :!'J-::- '2
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you might as well be in sneakers which neither I nor the teams I was
dancing with considered an option.
Ian had come up with the notion of using a woodworking fas
tening known as a "threaded insert" to attach the irons to the clogs,
but hadn't had time to try it out. This threaded insert method not
only alleviates the issue of having to own two pairs of clogs, but it
means that on tour you don't need to take the clog repair box . How
many of you have looked at the mass of holes in the bottom of a pair
of clogs owned by a seasoned dancer? The clogs are constantly being
repaired on tour. [Editor's note: Clog makers use small pointed wooden

pegs to fill old nail holes before replacing rubbers or irons. this both pro
longs the life of the clog sale and helps to prevent replacement nails from
working loose.)
Goatshead, one of the Canadian teams that I was a ringer with,
felt that the thin narrow irons traditional to northwest were wearing
out too quickly. Laurian Deslandes (see contact list) made some of
them a new type of iron. These irons are about I12" in width, are flat
on the bottom, and can easily be screwed to clogs using threaded
inserts.
In 1990, being partly foolhardy, partly naive, but mostly frus
trated with how my clogs sounded on tour compared to those of
team members, I forged ahead. I talked with other dancing friends
AMN
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and compared notes. I bought a p air of unfitted irons from Laurian
but because of logistics got someone else (Charles Jevons-see con
tact list) to fit them to my clogs. I put the inserts in myself and I have
switched back and forth from irons to rubbers quite a few times over
the years and think the set up is more than satisfactory. Sure beats
buying two sets of clogs or dancing without irons, which for me
would have been totally unsatisfactory and akin to dancing Cotswold
without bells, hankies, or sticks.
Below is the threaded insert adventure I embarked upon:
1) I got the "Canadian" irons but asked Laurian to not shape them
because at the time I couldn't get my clogs to him to use as
molds for shaping the irons.
2) I got Charles, who lived closer to me, to shape the irons to my
clogs. One of them-I cannot remember whether it was Laurian
or Charles-drilled holes in the irons and countersunk the holes
for the fastenings that I was going to use . Most metal or machine
shops will do this if you don't have access to the tools.
3) I went to a local woodworking supply store and bought steel
threaded inserts (see parts list ). I discarded the notion of using
brass inserts because I was afraid that the stress of the irons and
the screws that I was going to have to use would be too much for
the softer brass. I also bought screws that I knew would fit the
threaded inserts. Test the inserts and the screws out in the store
to make sure they work together.
Now came the "fun" part. We didn't have a shop set up at the
time and I was going to be dancing out soon. I really felt that I
needed to get these irons on. I wouldn't recommend this to the
faint-of-heart, but it just shows you that once you get the cour
age up to do this--drilling holes in ones' precious clogs is not an
easy task-it can be done in less than ideal conditions if you're
careful.
4) Desperate to share the stress, I conned my husband, Jamie
Beaton, into doing this little project with me. We laid the irons
on the bottom of my clogs and ran a pencil around the outside
edge of the holes that had been drilled and countersunk into my
irons. We carefully marked the drill bit with tape to mark the
depth of hole. It would have been better here if we had owned a
"drill stop" that would have kept us from drilling too far into the
sole.
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5) Test all this drilling in a scrap piece of wood to see if the mark
you've got on the drill bit is at the right spot. You will want the
threaded insert to be just below the wooden surface of the clogs.
Make sure that you're drilling at right angles into that area of the
clog's sole. (I have had only one mishap with these irons so far
and that was a screw shearing off-this is because I was not care
ful enough on one of the holes and did not get the drill directly
at right angles to that section of the clog.) I drilled down to the
tape marker on the drill bit, then ...
6) ... tried the threaded insert. The best way to put these in is to use
a T-handle driver-see photos and parts list. You can also use a
thick-, not wide-, blade slotted screwdriver. There is a slot in the
top of the threaded inserts that makes using the screwdriver pos
sible. If you use a thin-blade screwdriver, when you get down to
the bottom of the hole you've drilled, the screwdriver tends to
slip out and strip the slot. You can also use one of your screw fas
tenings to put the insert in. Don't tighten this down too much
though, otherwise when you back the screw out, the insert will
come with it. Finish the real tightening down with your screw
driver. Oh heck, just go out and buy the T-handle driver and use
that.
I have rubbers covering the soles of my clogs. For horseshoe
type rubb ers, refer to Note 1 below.
6a) For "complete sole" rubbered clogs: Gouge or punch out a hole
big enough for the drill bit- otherwise, the drill will just push
the rubber aside and go into the wood. When you take the drill
out, the rubber will move back in and cover up the hole!
Remember to drill a bit deeper than the depth of the threaded
insert since you want the threaded insert to rest just slightly
below the surface of the wood.
7) Once you've got this test hoie perfected, go on and do the clogs.
If you are lucky enough to have a bench vise and more tools than
we had, you probably have some way to set up a square jig to use
as a guide to ensure the drill is going into the clog squarely.
8) Put the inserts in and try putting on the irons. You may need to
do a bit of adjusting here and put the irons in the vise and ream
out the holes to make them a bit bigger. You do not want any
sideways stress on the screw coming from the iron (this will
shear the screw off) yet you don't want the hole in the irons to be
so loose that the irons slip around.
AMN
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9)

Note 1 (for people who use the horseshoe-type rubbers ):
You may now have seen that you can use the same method and
the same holes and the same inserts for your rubbers if you have
the horseshoe type. Just: 1) order your rubbers without holes
drilled; 2) drill or punch out the holes in the appropriate places;
3) countersink or gouge the holes so that the fastenings will not
be on the surface of the rubbers; and 4) at a plumbing supply
store get yourself a set of plastic screws the same size with the
same thread, only a tiny bit shorter, than the metal ones you
used for the irons. They need to be shorter: a) so that the heads
of the screws don't get worn down making them hard to get out;
and b) if you are dancing on a really soft wood floor, the plastic
screws may scratch the floor if they are not below the surface.
You will need to keep track of how both your rubbers and irons
are wearing so that the screw heads stay just below the surface.
Note 2 (for people who have full sole rubbers): You should
probably get some shorter plastic screws to put into the inserts
when you're dancing without the irons so that the inserts don't
get clogged up with dust and dirt-it only takes a few grains.
Although I've never done this and haven't had any trouble, I'm
not a good example because I don't dance regularly! Again, make
sure that the heads are countersunk below the surface of the sole
rubber. Alternatively, one of those pressurized air cleaners that
folks use for cleaning computer keyboards and mice would
probably clean any grit out quite nicely. When it is time for me to
replace the rubber on the soles of my shoes, I will probably get
the materials from a shoemaker and do the replacement myself
rather than have them do it because of the risk of getting glue in
the inserts. If an accident occurs and glue does get in, take the
old insert out immediately-before the glue sets up-then you
can clean out the hole and put another insert in later. Putting
another insert in may have a tendency to strip the hole in the
clog, but here is your chance to use the clog maker's trick for fill
ing holes (see Ed. note).
Have fun! Dance well!

Parts list:
twelve 3/8" (external size) steel threaded inserts (8-32 internal
threads )-approx. $5 .00
twelve (or more ) 1/2" 8-32 screws that fit the inserts-under $2 .00
T handle for driving 8- 32 threaded inserts-approx. $8 .00
5/16" drill bit
drill
masking tape or drill stop to fit 5/16" drill bit
screwdriver
for horseshoe-rubbered clogs (to attach rubbers): twelve 1/2" 8-32
plastic screws
for "complete sole" rubbered clogs (to keep inserts clean ): twelve 3/8"
8-32 pl astic screws
Contact list:
Laurian Deslandes
27-295 Wilkins Street
London , Ont., N6C 5CI, Canada
519/681-9740
Charles Jevons
148 Huron St.
Toronto, Ont., M5T 2B4, Canada
416/599-4212
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Deb Small
178 Sugar Road
Bolton, MA 01740, USA
508/779-6860
<debsmall@mit.edu>

Ribbons, Bells, and Squeaking Fiddles
A Review by Rich Holmes

Deb Small recently retired from 18 years of Cotswold Morris (Fiddler's
Reach Morris in Maine from 1976-1986 and Ha'Penny Morris in Boston
from 1986-1994)' She was a founder of Fiddler's Reach Women's Long
sword, dancing with them from 1978-1988 (foreman from 1978-1986).
She was also a member of Commonwealth Sword for the one season/
danceout of its lifetime(!). She has taught both Cotswold and Long
sword classes in various venues.

Keith Chandler. "Ribbons, Bells, and Squeaking Fiddles"; The Social
History of Morris Dancing in the English South Midlands, 1660
1900. Enfield Lock, UK: Hisarlik Press, 1993; xii, 244 pp. III lIS. ,
maps, index. ISBN 1874312060.
Keith Chandler. Morris Dancing ill th e English South Midlands,
1660-1900; A Chronological Gazetteer. Enfield Lock, UK: Hisarlik
Press, 1993; xii, 246 pp. Iilus., map, index. ISBN 1874312079.

Until recently the twentieth century morris dancer who wished to
learn about the history of the custom may have found this desire dif
ficult to satisfy. Of the little material that is readily available, much
dates to the early part of this century and is based more on wishful
speculation than on documented fact. Unfortunately, much of the
"oral tradition" of the morris revival is based on these sources.
Meanwhile, careful research by the academic community has
unearthed enough new evidence to build a more realistic picture of
the morris as it evolved from the first known performance in
England in 1466 to its "discovery" by folklorists of the early twentieth
century; but for dancers unable or unwilling to invest the time and
expense in following these developments in the academic journals,
this information has been essentially unavailable.
The publication of this two-volume work, then, is a watershed
event for both the researcher and the curious dancer, as Chandler
presents a detailed picture of the "Cotswold" or South Midlands
morris during its formative years, heyday, and decline. As indicated
in the titles, the period under consideration begins with the Restora
tion of Charles 11 in 1660 to just before the urban revival after 1900,
though a brief sketch of the pre-1660 history is included. The tempo
ral distribution of the data being what it is, however, the last century
of this period receives the closest examination.
"The history of morris dancing," Chandler writes, "(as indeed
that of any cultural expression) is the history of the people who
maintained that tradition." And so, in Ribbons, Bells, and Squeaking
Fiddles, he writes, not of fertility rites, of celebrating the changing of
the seasons, or of any other romantic justification for the morris, but
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of the people who performed it, the occasions where it was per
formed, and the society that encompassed it.
The South Midlands morris was closely tied to the Whitsun Ales,
and Chandler accordingly describes these events in some detail. We
learn of celebrations of up to a week's duration, staged by and fo r the
agricultural laboring classes under the sponsorship, and subject to
the approval, of the major and minor gentry. Surrounding the for
mal, dignified core of the Lord and Lady of the Ale-denizens of the
lower class in a temporary role reversal-was a fringe filled with
food, alcohol, sex, and the rough competition of "Champion barefist
fighters, wrestlers, backsword players, shin-kickers, morris dancers,
and the like ... " Feast days of the local benefit societies, Whitsun week
foot tours, summer hay harvests, and other contexts in which the
morris occurred, are examined as well.
One hundred fifty-one locations are cited as having had a morris
side during the relevant time period, and over seven hundred men
and women who were active participants have been identified. For
most of these participants, baptismal, burial, and censual records, as
well as other sources, allow a brief biographical sketch : birth, death,
and marriage dates; family connections; and occupations. These data
underlie the core of the book, which focuses on "the people who main 
tained that tradition." These are the farm laborers, small craftsmen,
and, in some instances, paupers who were the morris men of the
nineteenth century. (The few morris women are not neglected.
Chandler cites the female side from Spelsbury, Oxfordshire, dismissed as
a short-lived "joke" by Cecil Sharp. The side in fact seems to have
performed, sometimes along with the Spelsbury men's side and
sometimes on their own, for at least a decade.) Often they were
related, as dance leaders sought to keep the extra income gained from
dancing in the household by introducing successive generations of
the family into the set. Intermarriage between dancing families was
frequent. Financial rewards were not the only motivation for partici
pating: dancers could also expect to receive food, alcohol, status within
their peer group, time away from home, and personal satisfaction.
The Chronological Gazetteer supplements the first volume with a
compendium of all known performances and participants in the
South Midlands from 1660 to 1900. Novice dancers of the present
revival, told of long-ago dancing in quaint English villages, receive an
impression of anonymous dancers performing outside a context for
mysterious reasons. Browsing the Gazetteer puts faces on these dancers
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and the dancers into a context, while Ribbons, Bells, and Squeaking
Fiddles ties the whole into a cohesive package. Handsome layout and
multiple indices make both books a pleasure to read, and Chandler's
clear writing is easily accessible to the lay reader. For anyone curious
about who it was who danced the morris and why, these two books
are indispensable.

.:.
The above review first appeared in "Country Dance and Song", issue
26,1996, and is used with permission of the Country Dance and Song
Society.
Contact Information: Country Dance and Song Society, ]7 New
South Street, Northampton , MA 01060 (413) 584-99]3, fax: (4]3) 585
8728, email: < office@cdss.org>
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Letters to the Editors

Dear Editors,

March

2,

1997

Dear Jocelyn,
Than k you for sending along the Morris Newsletter with Rick's inter
views. You did a great job of getting the spirit of the way he would
have described things !... J I would like to give a set to each of my
children.
You and your group are putting together a very interesting mag
azine. The description of Douglas Kennedy in the review of Boyes'
book especially caught my attention. I had a few occasions to meet
Douglas, first when he came to Pinewoods with his first wife and
later in England with Elizabeth, his second wife. By then he had been
retired [or some time. Elizabeth was my age, at least forty years
younger than Douglas who was 89. They shared an active life and
were very aware of current issues. The four of us had a day's outing in
their sail boat which was managed cooperatively by both. I didn't see
evidence then of Douglas as a person convinced of male superiority.
Probably, he changed with the times as many of us do. The Pine
woods men had a very special visit with him in England. He and Eliz
abeth arranged a lunch for the entire group in the village hall where
he had invited the town. The dancers performed and wives put on a
puppet show. The day was crowned by a dialog between Douglas and
Rick in which Douglas reminisced and then demonstrated a jig. By
then he was 91.
Thanks again,
Yours,
Gerda Conant

I was pleased to see you published my letter of 30th October 1996 in
AMN 20 NO.1, Spring 1997, PA8 but would point out that a printing
error escaped the eagle eye of your proof reader Claire Norman . As
you will see in my original letter it was Keith t{aylor and not Keith
laylor who danced the Nutting Girl at 20,400 ft.
Perhaps you wiII publish a corrigendum.
Wassail!
Go rdon Ridgewell
9th June 1997
R E. 'BE IT EVER SO TRADITIONAL THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE
COLNE' BY ANTHONY BARRAND
Dear Editors,
I did not formerly 'freely teach' the Colne dance. There was a period
when I showed what I had learned to groups of men interested in
wider aspects of morris, but not after the reestablishment of Colne
Royal Morris Men.
Roy Dommett was permitted to film Colne Royal Morris Men
on the understanding that it was archival only. He knew that I was
against publication of the dance.
I did not lead Manchester Morris Men into the N.W. repertoire.
A little was done by Bernard Bentley and Ian Browne, but above all
Dan Howison.
I did not attempt to lead Manchester Morris Men into an
entirely N.W. repertoire, there was no occasion of confrontation and
I did not formally leave. The reason that I ceased attending practices
there was quite unrelated to morris.
Barrand must find more reliable sources for his information on
events of between thirty and forty years ago.
Julian Pilling
8th June 1997
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HART's BROOK GARLAND AN D «ZEPHYR AN D F LO RA "
Dear Editors,
The seeds for Hart's Brook Garland were planted in me at the Marl
boro Ale in 1980. I went up to the last day of the ale with Don Camp
bell to get a "fix" of Morris, and saw the Court Square women.
Having hung out with Morris dancers, mainly men's teams, for two
years, I knew what bells and hankies were for, and Longborough
from anything else, but that was about all. Here were these women in
dresses. "What are they doing here?" I wondered. Then they got up
and danced, and it went straight into me. "I gotta do that!" I thought.
What with one thing and another, it was lO years before Hart 's Brook
came about. In the meantime, I helped get Juggler Meadow going,
had my daughter, etc., but I've often wondered why I waited so long!
What a great bunch of ladies.
Our repertoire began with the two dances taught by Tony Bar
rand at a workshop sponsored by Wild Rose Garland, down in Great
Barrington, in 1990: "The Rose," and "Brighton Lasses." By that time,
I had a copy of Roy Dommett's notes, but until the workshop, the
notations didn't make much sense to me . After the workshop, I was
at least able to make out the two dances we had done, and get a fair
idea of what several others might look like as well. For the next year,
we polished the same two dances, and in 1992, added an adaptation
of the "Quarry" dance in Dommett, which we called "Zephyr &
Flora" after the tune we chose. In 1993 we added "The May Apple,"
learned from Wild Rose Garland foreman Barbara Witschonke; in
1994, "Green Willow," from Dommett (so we'd have a dance to do at
the pub at the end of the day when there might be only 4 people left.
It also looks nice with 2 or 3 sets side by side). In 1995, we re-worked
"Zephyr & Flora," and in 1996 added "Jane's" from Dommett, which
quickly became a new favorite.
Here's the notation for "Zephyr & Flora" as we are currently
doing it (1995 version). This is the "cheat sheet" I hand out at the end
of practice when we've just done the dance. I encourage the ladies to
review it before going to sleep. In the left column are the Ns and B's
of the music. In the next column are the actual calls they'll hear when
we dance out. (I have found it helpful for another dancer to give just
the calls, so I can give the extra cues and coaching necessary in the
early stages of practice. That way the dancers don't get the idea they'll
have all that coaching all the time.)
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The right column gives a bare-bones description of the move
ment. It can be a great challenge to come up with a cue that doesn't
take longer to say than the figure takes to do!
Begin with couples in circle, facing partner.
1's have right shoulder in, 2's have left shoulder in.
A
THIS TIME
4 DS sways; 4 DS RH turn partner
A
4 DS sways; 4 DS LH turn partner
B
HEY
8 DS, 1 pass per DS, hold onto 8th and
B
go back "bounce" off partner by RH at end
A
STAR & CIRCLE 1's IU-I Star, 2's circle anticlockwise, turn out
A I ' s LH Star, 2's circle clockwise
slide by partner back to back
B
2's RH Star, I's circle anticlockwise, turn
out
2's LH Star, 1's circle clockwise
B
Same as above
HEY
A
End with 1/2 RH turn with partner, form
A
circle
8 slip steps clockwise, 8 back
SLIP STEPS
B
in 2 circles, 8 slips left, 8 right
STEP BACK
B
Same as above
A
HEY
end with 1/2 RH turn with partner
A
2's going in, l's going out, 4 DS sways, all
CROSS
B
turn over the Right shoulder so 2's go out
and I's go in
repeat, at end of phrase face partner
B
1 DS to pass partner by RH, 3 DS to turn
GRAND
CHAIN
A
next all the way round by LH (Give
weight) . Continue,
Pass partner once, until meeting her at
A
home, turn by RH
form circle, raise garlands
ALL OUT

Terms & styling:
DS = Double Steps

RH = Right Hand
LH = Left Hand
Sways: on a right DS, sway the garland to the right about 45 degrees;
on a left DS, sway the garland to the left.
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At the end of the first hey, going into the star and circle, don't
actually turn your partner, there isn't time, just "bounce" off her and
go in or out depending on your number.
Coming out of the second hey, into the slip steps, do turn your
partner, and hang on to her for the circle, with l's facing out and 2's
facing in. When "step back" is called, that makes the l's into a tiny
out-facing circle shoulder-to-shoulder, and the 20s into a large, in
facing circle, well spaced apart.
Coming out of the third hey, turn partner again, and let go for
the cross.
At the end of the grand chain, the all-out circle looks just like the
one formed for the slip steps.
In our first adaptation of "Quarry," the figure now called simply
"this time" was the chorus, and the hey was done only once, right
before the star & circle. The dance was just too sedate with this very
leisurely chorus. Making the hey into the chorus makes the dance
much more exciting; the contrast is between very active chorus and
moderately active figures, instead of moderately active figures and an
even less active chorus. The grand chain at the end is the most fun
of all.
I felt comfortable going ahead and reworking a dance from
Dommett, because there are 2 versions of "Q uarry" in the book, and
2 or 3 other dances have multiple versions as well. It seems to m e
these versions are the result of other foremen adapting dances for
their own purposes, not the result of generations of gradual muta
tion, as might be the case with Cotswold morris dances. Still, I am
interested in what the history is of these dances, beyond the single
page found in Dommett's notes (and the tantalizing tidbits some
times in the notations themselves). Anyone out there know more and
willing to share?
Sarah Strong
Foreman,
Hart's Brook Garland

Dear Editors,
Brian Smith in his article "In Favor of Traclition," published in the
July-August 1996 Volume 19, Number 2 issue of the American Morris
Newsletter, pp. 30?33, states on page 31 that the Morris Ring was "set
up in 1932."
In fact the Morris Ring was founded in 1934 when at the tenth
annual feast of the Cambridge Morris Men on April 14 their Squire,
Joseph Needham, to whose initiative the plans for the Ring's founda
tion were largely due, declared the Ring instituted, the six foundation
clubs being Cambridge, Oxford, Letchworth, Thaxted, East Surrey
and Greensleeves. Later on June 2, 1934 at the annual Thaxted Morris
weekend, representatives of five of the six clubs (Oxford not being
represented) approved a draft constitution at a meeting in a house at
32 Newbiggen Street in Thaxted. This constitution was outlined to
men present at the weekend gathering and was subsequently
approved. In the autumn of 1934 the inaugural meeting of the Ring
took place at Cecil Sharp House in London on the 20th of October.
Wassail!
Gordon Ridgewell

Team News
HA'PENNY TEAM NEWS
Ha'Penny is trying to get up- to-date contact information for all who
have danced/played with the team over the last 20 years (yes, the Bliz
zard of 78'S 20th anniversary is fast approaching ). If you are, or know
of, someone who fits the above description, please send names (and
contact information, if you have it, and years that you or they were
active with the team ) to Deb Small ('86-'94). Thanks!!
E-mail: <debsmall@mit.edu >
Phone: 978/779-6860
Postal service: Deb Small, 178 Sugar Road, Bolton,
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Ale News

Congratulations on getting the AMN up and running again, it's look
ing good!
The enclosed is a contribution for your next issue. Copies have
also been sent to Morris newsletters in England and Australia .
Cheers,
Wendy Collings
Editor

New Zealand Morris Sphere

.:.
It's easy to believe that one's year will continue much at it began;
hence new hopes are pinned on New Year beginnings, old resolutions
beg for another chance come January 1St. And why not feel optimistic
for the future when the New Year is celebrated in style and in good
company?
The New Zealand Morris Summer Tour is a 16-year-old tradition
now. It's an 8-day summer holiday of dancing, sightseeing, work
shopping, jamming and socialising leading up to the last night's feast
and celebration; a marathon of fun at whatever pace you choose to
take it. Sometimes, as the one just gone, it straddles the New Year.
The "Tour" used to be just that-a scramble of travelling as we
shifted camp each day. Nowadays we prefer one base camp or two at
most; a surprisingly small area can fill a week of possibilities. The
camp might be a boarding school in town, or a clutch of cabins
tucked away in the hills. It's in a different place each year, and hosted
by a different side, usually alternating between the North and South
Islands.
My first Tour was in Nelson/Blenheim four years ago; it got me
hooked . Bay of Plenty next; then Christchurch; Kapiti Coast; lastly
Hawke's Bay. By now I know all the regular goers, which makes it
even more fun. Some come from overseas when they can: from Brit
ain, America, Australia. You don't have to turn up with a whole side
to join in , the Tour has evolved a pattern that allows plenty of oppor-
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tunities to join the mass dancing-and you've got all week to expand
your repertoire .
So, my New Year's Eve saw me dancing a ceilidh in a hall full of
good friends, and when the Auld Lang Syne and the hugging and
kissing were finished with (it took some time!) it was out to the pool
for the traditional midnight skinny-dip and aquatic morris. Since
our warm hearted hosts had decided that we should start the New
Year with a dawn-dance on Te Mata Peak, including a champagne
breakfast and optional paragliding, some of us saw little point in
going to bed at all! Our remaining poolside party was small but
intrepid. Others of a different spirit had muttered about confiscating
some of the champagne for a breakfast at camp after a decent sleep
in, but they never stood a chance. We woke the whole camp at 4.30,
and to our surprise everyone of the sleepers got up, dressed in kit,
and hit the road! I suppose they realised resistance was useless. The
dawn was danced in, baskets of breakfast muffins were consumed on
the hilltop, the champagne was drunk (and so were some of us), and the
paragliders swooped and whooped their way down into the valley.
Somehow I never got to bed till lunchtime. I dozed for two hours
and then got up to join the group going off to Cape Kidnappers to
see the gannets. One of four tractor-driven trailers took us down the
beach, under the cliffs and around the rocks, and sometimes through
the surf to the delight of the kids (okay, adults too), and after an hour
or more dropped us at the point where we could walk to the gannet
colony. After all, why waste time snoring when there's something
going on?
As for the rest of the week, it's now a blur of morris dancing-in
vineyards and cideries, parks and shopping centres, on the beach and
in the town, in old folk's homes and in pubs, in sunshine and rain, on
hilltops and in pools. I did catch upon my sleep eventually- when I
got home.
So, if starting the year right counts as good luck, then I'm in for a
good one! The next Tour is around Christchurch/Hanmer Springs.
Unfortunately it doesn't start till the 3rd of January, but I guess I'll
cope. There's an open invitation for anyone to join us, anytime, for a
whole Tour or just part of one, if you happen to be in our hemi
sphere. The cost is roughly NZ$150 per adult for the week; that
includes accommodation, breakfasts, the last night's feast, and usu
ally some treats (entertainment/DDQs etc. ). Perhaps you're wondering
what to do for the year 2000- it'1i be summer here, and midnight
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before anywhere else-and New Year's Eve is a Friday so it'll be part
of the Tour.. You can get up-to-date details about upcoming Tours from
me at the above address, or if you've got e-mail try <barnesd@
ibm.net>-that's Dave Barnes in Wellington. May the Force be with
your Foot-ups!

Bay Area Country Dance Society's

Fall Dance Camp at Monte Toyon
A"dra Herzbrun Horto" of M arlboro Morris & Sword

will teach the Longsword dance [rom Flamborougb &
1leadington Morris
Peter ffou lkes of H orwich Prize Medal Mo rris Dancers
will teach North West Clog Morris
1St (f (t (t 1St
There will also be English Country & Cei/idh dancing,

American Contras and Squares,
a musicians' workshop & singing

October 17-19, 1997
in the Redwoods near Santa Cruz, California
For fu rther information contact Va nessa Schnatmeier
at 4 15-365-2913, email < meier@ssrlOl.siac.stanford.cdu>;
snail m ail 1122 H u dson Street, Redwood City) CA 94061
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